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The two-seater Boulton-Paul P.97 was characterized by a rear post turned forwards (with a
wind-screen) while having a good view backwards; the explanation may be a swivelling seat.

Lastly, there is the very abnormal case of the NIAI OSh (Naucho Isledovatyelskiy Aero Institut
Odnomotornii Shturmovik) – or Byedunkovich OSh. This one used two lateral propellers connected by
transverse shafts to a single central engine – a not so surprising principle as it was featured on the very
famous Wright Flyer that started aviation history. On the OSh, the advantage was to obtain an excellent
view forwards and backwards, without the aerodynamic penalty of an engine above a pylon. Maybe this
design did not occur before 1946: discrepant dates have been published. The principle of twin-boom with
lateral propellers and central engine(s) appeared again, years later, on the Fairchild M-232.

This closes our review of twin-boomers with rear post. Regarded as major during those years (with the
Fokker G I, Fw 189, Bv 138, P-61), the formula was going thereafter to fall in disuse. Apart from the mod-
els with glazed door (Huskie, Hoodlum, Tagak, etc), the version OV-10B of the Bronco seems one of the
only recent examples. However, there is a link somehow towards twin-boomers with large tail radar
(Bréguet 123A), on which the human view is simply replaced by an automatic scan.
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3.2 – Pod with rear door

We have mentioned the Rubik 21, whose rear door was close to the booms carrying the tail. This
layout was effective, giving easy access to the full loading section, but not very flexible: to extrapolate a
model with lengthened or shortened pod, a completely new design would have been necessary. On the
contrary, moving the booms away on the wing, different pods could be adapted freely. Such a layout has
met a great success later with the C-119, Noratlas, Argosy, Arava…

In the years 1939-45, the major examples were the Gotha Go 242 and Go 244B. The 242 was a
glider while the 244B was a twin-engined version. Among the cancelled projects, the Go 244C-3 seaplane
was a derivative of the Go 242C-1 sea-glider, while the Go 244A was a single-engined version.

The door of all these models includes a glazed part, but the reason to be twin-boom here is rear
loading and not rear view – it would be more difficult to decide with a largely glazed door like on the more
recent IST XL-15 Tagak.
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The Gotha P.35 (or P.35.01 or P.35001) was an equivalent of the Gotha 244, but optimized for
higher performances, speed or range. Whereas the Go 244 was only a glider with added engines, the
P.35 had a round section for better aerodynamics. The use of external fins, even more distant than the
wing booms, was a rare feature but the Wiener-Neustadt Wn 16, for example, had already shown such a
layout.

The Gotha P.39 looks like a P.35 derivative, enlarged and three-engined. Nevertheless, one can
be surprised by the disastrous aerodynamic connections aft of the engines, reminding the very old aero-
planes. Maybe this was a new glider, with added engines, not faired yet. Its big booms containing load
compartments, and its large pod, were difficult to join to the engines, but far better was possible, seeing
how the old Ju 52/3m had been improved into Ju 252.
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The Fairchild F-78 was the progenitor of a whole family of models (XC-82 Packet etc) developed
after 1945. The initial program with its round fins is presented below, together with a derivative using
Ranger in-line engines (F-78/R?). The high position of the cockpit was not for a front door (Argosy-like)
but to have room for the nose landing gear without shortening the load compartment – this way was given
up on the C-119 derivatives.

The C-82 became a movie star: in the film "The flight of the Phoenix", one of the booms of a
wrecked plane was associated with the external wings to rebuild a plane (single-boom single-engined); in
fact, this Tallmantz Phoenix – actually built, without fake special effects – used very different parts (T-6
nose, C-45 wings); this process illustrates the opposite of a twinning, and would have been simple on a
twin-fuselage having separate tails, and landing gears in the wings (Do 335Z-like).
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As the C-82, the Hughes giant seaplane links twin-boom and classical layouts: one of its prelimi-
nary designs was a single-hull twin-boom flying boat with a rear door: Kaiser-Hughes HK-1 NR 1. Com-
pared to a twin-hull design, the single-hull seaplane could transport a bigger single load, of the same
weight, but needed more water depth. Another issue was the choice between loading from front (twin-hull)
and rear (twin-boom), it depended if the intended quick operation was mainly loading, ready to take off
(nose towards the skyline) or else unloading (nose towards the beach). The debate was thus complex,
justifying to consider deeply several ways, before selecting the final layout of the giant H-4.

Opposite in size was a very small twin-boom cargo Payen (Pa.42/1?). With its 300hp, it looked
like a microbe compared to the 24,000hp of the HK-1 NR 1, but in a 3-dimension world, it is logical that
dimensions 10 times smaller correspond to 1,000 times smaller weight and power (1,000=10×10×10).
However, this project is not the smallest twin-boom twin-engine with rear door: the Aero Ae 49, slightly
after 1945, was even smaller.
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The Moskalyev SAM-23 glider and its motorized derivative SAM-24 have been presented in
many different shapes, maybe as provisionary drawings before photographs were revealed. Some writers
have pretended that the SAM-23 and RK twin-boomers were copies of the Go 242 and Fw 189; however,
the Moskalyev designers had produced twin-boom shapes, SAM-13 and 19, long before seeing foreign
successful twin-boomers. The SAM code may be interpreted either as a truncated Samolyet (airplane) or
as the initials of Samolyet Alexandr Moskalyev.
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Similar was the Nihon Kokusai Ku 7 Manazuru and his motorized version Ki 105 Ohtori. The
latter having clearly been more than a project, only the former will be presented here. The whole class of
cargo gliders has disappeared nowadays: with heavy helicopters available, there is no more need of rus-
tic disposable gliders to deposit goods where there are no runways and a precise grouped arrival is re-
quired.

The Gotha P.46 was a single-engined aircraft cargo, like the Go 244A but much improved. Such
single-engined aircraft with nose propeller and big rear door are very rare – the GafHawk was classical,
the IST Tagak and Conroy Stolifter were twin-boom.
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Most airplanes with a rear cargo door had a high wing. With a wing classically holding piston en-
gines, the ground clearance of propellers required a wing rather high. So with a low wing, which means a
pod above the wing, the load compartment is rather high above the ground, and it is not easy for the load
to climb up there. However, some twin-boomers associated low wing and rear door. One has been men-
tioned as Martin Cargo, with 2 or 4 engines. The Renard R-45 led to the Renard-Stampe SR-45 after
1945. Both used of course a raised up tailplane, leaving free the rear access. Still nowadays, almost no
cargo twin-boomer has a low wing – an exception being the MiG 101M.

Before closing the chapter of twin-boom designs with rear door, 1939-45, let us mention a twin-
boom twin-engine cargo designed by Airspeed. It may have low wing or high wing, wing booms or pod
booms like the Rubik.
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3.3 – Pod with rear jet pipe

As seen previously with the RX-2, a major interest of the twin-boom layout is protecting the tail
from hot exhaust. The SAAB RX-1 illustrates this principle on a model with wing booms. Its air intakes
were located on the rear sides of the nacelle, below the median-wing. The SAAB J 21R was similar with a
low wing, but it was most famous for its development after 1945. While the J 21R was the derivative of a
propeller plane,  the RX-1 was a fully original jet, for which the twin-boom layout appeared optimal; oth-
erwise, with a tail jet the weight balance was difficult; as for the rear post, it would have been necessary
to design a big plane, or to handle controls without tailplane (Mirage III) or with a foreplane (Viggen); on
the other hand, a central engine could have burnt the tail, or needed long or oblique tubes – with lower
thrust; thus, the central engine was used with either: 2 lateral booms, or an eccentric boom (high as on
the Messerschmitt P.1101 or low as on the Heinkel 162, or asymmetrically lateral as on Blohm und Voss
P.194).

The twin-boom DH.110 Vixen crossing the sound-barrier in the 1950s proved that such a layout is
not  incompatible with jet top performances. The progenitor of this DH.110 was the De Havilland DH.100
Spi-dercrab tested before 1945 – the final versions, known as Vampire, were produced after 1945, while
the Spidercrab prototype of the early 1940s was not much different (fins, canopy). Though, the initial
drawing, De Havilland E6/41, was very much different (air intakes, fins). It was the first of a long family
of designs, including surprising ones such as a derivative with propeller, a model with 10 seats, a dream
with mid-wing passengers.
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Other jet twin-boomer of those years: the Focke-Wulf Flitzer. The names Projekt P.IV to P.VIII
have been mentioned for these twin-boomers inside the Tank Ta 183 family, but many discrepancies
have been published: one author claimed that only versions V and VII were twin-boom, another affirmed
they were the VI and VIII; another explained that the Flitzers were not belonging to the Ta 183 program
and the different designs were absolutely not numbered; a last one said that the twin-boom high-speed
JP.011 and P.011-001 were a variant of Flitzer... Anyway, multiple versions were designed: on some, the
turbojet was supplemented by a rocket for increased maximum speed, or was driving a propeller following
the turboprop principle (Peterle model or PTL-7) for increased range.

The similarity between Focke-Wulf Flitzer and De Havilland Vampire (twin-boom with central jet)
after the one between Messerschmitt 262 and Gloster Meteor (classical with lateral jets) may be related
to spy activity or simply: the same technical issues leaded automatically to similar solutions. If ever there
has been an illegal copy, who knows which one was the source and which one was the derivative? Offi-
cially, the two developments were led in mutual ignorance – as the Concorde and Tupolev 144…
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The project Blohm und Voss P.196 used two jet engines, below the main pod. The bulky nacelle
was used as a tank, and load compartments were located in the booms.

The single-engined BMW TL-Jäger III (or Strahljäger Projekt III) was weird, with a / \ tail; ver-
sions I and II, non twin-boom, were more conventional.

The Junkers EF-135 was a derivative of a jet flying wing, EF-130. Adding booms with propellers
and tail, the result was higher range and reliability.

The twin-boom layout was very major at the beginning of the jet era; it has almost disappeared
now for jets. The recent Belphegor and Stratosfera do not contradict this tendency: their twin-boom de-
sign is not justified at all by their jet engines, the former had to spray agricultural chemicals with no tail
interference and the latter had a huge span to hold.
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3.4 – Pod with rear propeller

A rear propeller could be used without twin-boom layout, as rear door, rear post, rear jet pipe. But
in the early 1940s, the flying wing and canard layout were not seen as reliable. The simplest way seemed
to bypass laterally the propeller disk using booms to hold the classical tail.

While the Vari-Eze has made popular in the 1980s the rear propeller, this device seemed rather
bad in the early 1940s – everyday, many pilots had to bail out before an explosion or crash, and such an
evacuation was impossible with a circular saw behind. However, solutions were appearing: propeller (or
blades) discarding, ejection seat, floor swivelling to mask the propeller disk, etc. Other problem: the
heavy engine aft could crush the cockpit in the event of a crash landing – but the mass-produced P-39
proved this danger was slight, and a solution could have come from the antique Mersey monoplane, twin-
boom with pusher propeller whose engine was located in the nose.

Even if rear engine and propeller were frightening pilots, they were seducing designers for many
reasons.

3.4.1 - Mechanical advantages

The planes with rear propeller are famous for their aerodynamics and agility (that will be ex-
plained), but a special advantage concerns autogiros. These machines with rotor and propeller are faster
than helicopters, their propeller pushing in the right direction, and have shorter take off than airplanes,
their rotor blades providing lift without aircraft speed; the problem is controls before the aircraft reach the
high speed making the tail effective; a propeller aft of the main pod and in front of the tail provides the
solution: blowing an airflow on the control areas even if the aircraft is not moving yet. Today, this princi-
ple is used mainly with a low boom (Bensen formula), but twin-boom autogiros were numerous, the Jovair
J-2 being even mass-produced. During the years 1939-45, this family was embodied by the Pittcairn PA-
44 – also known as AGA XO-61, the company "Autogiros, Gliders and Airplanes" becoming later G&A,
part of the Firestone company... Note the grooved geometry of surfaces: micro-wings with dihedral, and
oblique stabilizers. The pod reminds the helicopters Sikorsky R-5.

A similar formula was used on the Doblhoff WNF 342 V3 and V4, imperfectly twin-boom, and on
the Blohm und Voss P.28 before 1939.


